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attacking the with the 'bot, it will get killed and be replaced by the bot. It .
Oct 15, 2018 All data and content found on this website is licensed under
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 LicenseCoupling low
dispersion optical fiber to stimulated Brillouin scattering fiber mode-locked
femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser. We demonstrated a novel device that
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couples a low dispersion single-mode fiber to a strongly nonlinear fiber.
The presented device can transform a nonlinear fiber into a linearly coupled
system, i.e. increases the length of a nonlinear system. The enhancement of
the nonlinear length is accomplished by the control of loss distribution in a
nonlinear system. The length of a nonlinear system can be tuned with a
number of fundamental longitudinal modes of the nonlinear fiber through
optimization of both the mode coupling and the fiber loss. The
enhancement factor of the nonlinear length was calculated as 6.2 in this
device. We also coupled the low dispersion optical fiber to a fiber amplifier
using a Sagnac loop. This device has the advantages of extremely low noise
and low power consumption. We measured optical pulses with a duration of
153 fs and power of 14 mW from the demonstrated device. 1--12. (XLS)
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